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WHAT'S NEW IN TECHNICAL PROCESSING
Thomas H. Lee
1.

Report on ALA Midwinter Conference meetings

At the ALA Midwinter Conference held January 7-12, 1984, in Washington, D.C.,
some developments In technical processing which have a bearing on East Asian
cataloging were reported on and discussed. The major ones are summarized as
follows:

(1) ISBD review: In response to the call for suggestions and comments from
IPLA for its ISBD review, the ALA RTSD Committee on Cataloging: Description
and Access (CCDA) formed last fall the Working Group for the ISBD Five-Tear
Review to study the four draft second editions of the ISBDs (M, S, CM, NBM)
under review. The working group made a report at the Midwinter CCDA meeting
on its work and proposals to IFLA. One of the proposals was for changing the
prescribed punctuation "em dash"(—) to two adjacent hyphens (—) in the 0
(zero) section of the ISBDs under 0.4.3. The recommended version reads:
"0.4.3 Each area of the ISBDs other than area 1 is preceded by a point, space,
two adjacent hyphens, space (. — )..."
The reasons for the change are: a)
The em dash is easily confused with the symbol of the Chinese character for
numeral one (—); and b) Except for national bibliographies that are being
typeset, most cataloging agencies are working with typewriters or terminals
that do not have the "em" or "en" dashes. Also, dash is not defined in the
LC/MARC Extended Character Set (used on LC/MARC records), and probably is not
defined in the comparable international set. The proposed change was approved
by CCDA and would go to IFLA in the spring for consideration along with the
other recommendations made by the working group.
The confusion of the "em dash" with the Chinese character " — " has long been a
concern to East Asian librarians, and the CEAL Subcommittee on Technical
Processing (CEAL/STP) has in recent years made similar recommendations to IFLA
through ALA. In supporting the CCDA proposal, CEAL/STP has submitted the
following examples to the working group for use under 0.4.3. in its report:
(2) Uniform titles for Asian and African constitutions: The ALA RTSD
Committee on Cataloging: Asian and African Materials (CCAAM) discussed and
approved at its meeting a list of uniform titles for constitutions of
countries in Asia and Africa. The list was compiled by CCAAM's Task Force on
Uniform Titles for Constitutions to facilitate the processing of works of
constitutions by the nation's catalogers In accordance with AACR 2 Rules 25.3B
and 25.5C. The list gives uniform titles for constitutions of East Asian
countries as follows:
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Name of country

Uniform title of constitution

China

Helen fa

China (Republic: 1949-)

Hsien fa

Japan

Kenpo

Korea (North)

Honpop (1947)
Sahoejuul honpop (1972)

Korea (South)

Honpop

(3) LC CJK project and JACKPHY MARC: CCAAM also heard a progress report by
an LC representative on the RLG/CJK project and JACKPHY MARC. Highlights of
the report are: LC created the first online cataloging record in the RLG/RLIN
database to contain Chinese characters on September 12, 1983; eight CJK
terminals, out of a total of twenty-four ordered, are now installed at LC;
twenty-five percent of monograph cataloging is being done through the CJK
Pilot Project and the remaining seventy-five percent is done through JACKPHY
MARC: JACKPHY MARC is now in full operation, i.e., materials in all these
languages are cataloged online in romanized form and, at the same time, are
cataloged manually in vernacular scripts and romanized access points on
printed cards; LC will continue to provide such printed catalog cards for
JACKPHY language materials. (For a detailed report on the LC CJK project, see
"Library of Congress RLG/CJK Project Update" by Harriet Zais-Gabbert In CEAL
Bulletin 72 "What's New in Technical Processing" pp. 58-62)
2.

Chinese and Korean names on romanized Japanese records

Since LC started to input romanized Japanese records into JACKPHY MARC, The
problem of how to romanlze Chinese and Korean names appearing in Japanese
publications with or without Chinese or Korean readings has surfaced. To cope
with the problem, Ayako Hayashi, Head of the Japanese Language Section of LC's
Shared Cataloging Division, has established the following guidelines which
have been approved by LC and will soon be published In the Cataloging Service
Bulletin:
Romanization of Chinese or Korean names
appearing in Japanese publications
When romanizing Chinese or Korean names for the statement of responsibility in
the romanized part of catalog records, follow the guidelines below:
(1) Reading given in kana: Romanize the reading according to systematic
romanization.
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1$i

In the book:

)fc

[Korean reading]

On catalog record: Yun, Kon-ch'a, 1944Chosen kindai kyoiku no shiso to undo /
Yun Koncha

t>

j-\

In the book:

jc£

^

[Japanese reading]

On catalog record: Kyu, Elkan, 1924Honponaru hasso / Kyu Elkan
(2) Reading not given: Read the name in Japanese and romanize it according to
systematic romanization.
In the book:

'f&

On catalog record: 0, Ikutoku, 1924Taiwan Kaikyo / 0 Ikutoku
In the book:

^

B

ffy

On catalog record: Kim, Il-song, 1912Shakal Shugi Rodo Seinen Domei no ninmu /
Kin Nlssei
(3) Name in characters and romanized form: Read the name in Japanese, and
romanize it according to systematic romanization.
In the book:

#f

^

©

Lee 0-Young

On catalog record: Yi, 0-nyong, 1934Haiku de Nihon o yomu / Ri Gyonei
In the book:

£

jj^.

(Jeon, Kyu-Tae)

On catalog record: Chon, Kyu-t'ae
Korai zokuyo no kenkyu / Zen Keitai
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